
Three short "must see" videos
Three very short videos you'll want to see about how the vaccines don't protect
against transmission and the harms they cause. Listen to Peter McCullough talk
about heart injury.
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This video has gone viral with over 12M views. We’ve been lied to. It’s a “must see”:

in case you forgot…
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Peter’s last tweet was our video about kids and vaccines, and he describes at the end
the mechanism of action for how the vaccine is killing people (at 3:45).

The reason I mention that specifically is that Gwen Casten, the daughter of
Congressman Sean Casten, was vaccinated and it was recently revealed that she died
of sudden cardiac arrhythmia, exactly the way Peter McCullough describes at 4:03 in
the video:

As you would expect, Congressman Casten denies any responsibility for the death of
his daughter of course.

The article said Gwen’s death was “something doctors haven't been able to make
sense of.”

The possibility that the vaccine caused her death was never investigated and I’m sure
that the stains that would have implicated the vaccine were never done. Casten never
mentions the possibility she died from the vaccine.

I expect that Sean Casten will keep promoting the very vaccine that killed his
daughter.

While it is possible that Gwen Casten was simply unlucky, that is just not very likely.
For someone with no known heart condition, experts estimate that there is around a
99% chance she died from the vaccine. The vaccine injured know this very well.

His advice shouldn’t have been just, “"So hug the folks you love a little harder today.
Be present in their lives. And spread your love a little farther. Because in the end, it's
all that matters."

He had an opportunity to add one more line that would have saved other kids from
death. Something like, “And for God’s sake, please do not make the same mistake I
did; you should never allow anyone to vaccinate your kids with the COVID vaccine.”

He would be a hero and save innocent lives.

Instead, by saying nothing, he’s helping to keep the “safe and effective” myth alive.
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Bhakdi/Burkhardt pathology results show 93% of people who
died after being vaccinated were killed by the vaccine
The vaccine was implicated in 93% of the deaths in the patients they examined.
What's troubling is the coroner didn't implicate the vaccine in any of…

STEVE KIRSCH DEC 28, 2021 1,765 1,282

New studies show that the COVID vaccines damage your
immune system, likely permanently
The vaccines are making it more likely you'll be infected with Omicron 90 days
after you are fully vaccinated. To keep vaccine effectiveness high…

STEVE KIRSCH DEC 24, 2021 1,322 805

The "safe and effective" narrative is falling apart
Here is my list of over 50 leading indicators that the momentum is moving in our
favor. I'd be surprised if the narrative doesn't fall apart soon. It's…

STEVE KIRSCH JUL 7 1,930 1,693

Unprecedented: Deaths in Indiana for ages 18-64 are up 40%
This is huge. Something is killing healthy people at an unprecedented rate. It
isn't COVID. Could it be the "safe and effective" COVID vaccine? I think…
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New big data study of 145 countries show COVID vaccines
makes things worse (cases and deaths)
I missed this study. So did the mainstream media for some reason. But this
study is yet another independent analysis that is difficult to refute: we…
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Exclusive: Proof that Israel found serious safety problems with
the COVID vaccines then deliberately covered it up
Israel didn't start to gather safety data until a year into the vaccine program.
They gathered 6 months worth of data and found that the vaccines…
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Will physicians EVER speak out?
Or will they continue to shrug their shoulders and refuse to look at the data
showing that these vaccines are the biggest scandal in medical history?
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Why doctors aren't speaking out
Written by a doctor. Everyone should read this. We are headed for a perfect
storm with escalating health needs and a shortage of doctors because of how…
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New UK government data shows the COVID vaccines kill more
people than they save
I've been asking everyone: Show me the all-cause mortality data proving the
vaccines are safe. I finally got some data. It's from the UK government and…
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Fourteen young Canadian docs die after getting the shot. This is
not normal.
This is a list of just the docs my doctor friend in Canada heard about passively. In
the past 30 years, he's never heard of a single death like this…
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*BREAKING:

InCOVIDhearing,#Pfizerdirectoradmits:#vaccine
wasnevertestedonpreventingtransmission.

"Getvaccinatedforothers"wasalwaysalie.

Theonlypurposeofthe#COVIDpassport:forcing
peopletogetvaccinated.

Theworldneedstoknow.Sharethisvideo!

ECR

Youdon'tgetvaccinatedjustfor
yourself,butalsoforothers
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BREAKING:Vaccinenevertestedonpreventingtransmission
ThismeanstheCOVIDpassportwasbasedonabiglie.
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The next video is what they told us

The final video is Peter McCullough talking about his
permanent ban from Twitter

Dr.PeterMcCulloughspeaksoutonWar
RoomabouthisTwitterlawsuit
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Write a comment…

ChicNotGeek Oct 16

Transmission vs immunization: the meaning of this is whether the patient developed neutralizing

antibody titers. If so, then the person isn’t contagious and can’t transmit and they are immunized.

However, because the FDA, CDC, and IDS do not consider antibody sero testing after vaccination a

valid bio marker for immunity, both transmission and immunization are moot in this context because

the study was wrongly designed using antibody sero testing as the clinical endpoints. Subsequently

also being wrongly marketed to the public, an egregious case of off-label marketing.

The speed of science is painfully slow, but the lure cash printed at lightning speed is addicting. Again,

their mix up.

1 Reply Collapse

Dee Oct 15 · edited Oct 15

Mr. Kirsch, must see Twitter posts about bodybuilder Doug Brignole who just died yesterday. About a

year ago flaunting his readers that if he dies, then it's the vax, but otherwise, if he doesn't die... then

expose the misinformation source:

https://twitter.com/David83823494/status/1581226673013288961/photo/2

https://twitter.com/BaringaGort/status/1581037835833905153
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